BOTSWANA
ANNUAL CAMP

Eco-Mentor Workbook
Name: ____________________________________________________________________

DAY 1
TIME
10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:00
12:00 – 12:30
12:30 – 13:00
13:00 – 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 – 15:30
15:30 - 16:30
16:30 - 17:15
17:15 – 17:30

SUBJECT
ARRIVAL
ORIENTATION
TENT ALLOCATION
ORIENTATION
ORIENTATION
LUNCH
REFLECTION
TEAM ALLOCATION
TEAM BUILDING
SPORTS ACTIVITY
TIPPY TAP

17:30 - 18:30
18:30 – 19:30
19:30 - 20:15

SHOWER TIME
DINNER
CAMP FIRE

20:15 – 20:45

TENT CHAT

20:45

LIGHTS OUT

INTENT
Welcome and snacks
Name tags and getting to know you games
By gender and age
Unpack and room orientation
Emergency drill and camp safety rules
Lunch
Quiet time
Mixed size, age and gender
Team names and war cries - posters
Obstacle course
Set up a Tippy Tap in a central location. Before meals,
children should use the Tippy Taps to wash their hands.
Encourage the children to make these at home, in their
schools, and relevant spots in their communities.
Watch water usage – Botswana is drying up
Dinner – singing and grace
 Burning of fears
 The story of opportunity
What are your expectations of camp, how did you feel
coming to camp, what do you hope to learn from camp?
Good night, sleep tight!

LEADERS
Meal leaders

Meal Leaders

Meal Leaders

PAGE #
0–2
3
4–5
6
7–8
9

10
11 – 12
13 – 14

Tent Leaders

-

0

DAY 2
TIME
05:30 – 06:00
06:00 – 06:35
06:35 – 06:45

SUBJECT
WAKE UP
RE-ENERGIZE
VALUE

06:45 - 07:00
07:00 – 07:45
07:45 – 07:55

SUPER CAMPER
BREAKFAST
LOO BREAK

08:00 – 08:30
08:30 – 09:00
09:00 – 09:30

GROUP ACTIVITIES
GROUP ACTIVITIES
GROUP ACTIVITIES

09:30 – 10:00
10:00 – 10:15

GROUP ACTIVITIES
BREAK

10:15 – 10:45

GROUP ACTIVITY

10:45 – 11:15

GROUP ACTIVITY

INTENT
Get dressed and tidy up
Energizer
Talk about the value for the day – RESPECT - and perform
the quick skit about the topic
Super Camper Awards
Breakfast
Get ready for lessons. Children must bring:
 Hats
 Water bottles
 Workbooks
 Pens / pencils
ELEPHANT
LECHWE
TSESSEBE
ZEBRA
Delta Talk
Mammals Food Web
Food Chain
Mammals
Delta Talk Food Chain
Food Web
Food Web
Food
Mammals
Delta Talk
Chain
Food Chain
Food Web Delta Talk
Food Web
 Loo break
 Snacks
ELEPHANT
LECHWE
TSESSEBE
ZEBRA
4Rs
Team
Photography Team Building
Building – Station 2
Station 1
Team
4Rs
Team
Photography
Building –
Building Station 2
Station 1

LEADERS
Tent leaders
Activity leaders

PAGE #
15 – 17
20 – 22
18 – 19
-

23 – 34
23 – 34
23 – 34
23 – 34
-

35 – 43

35 – 43

1

11:15 – 11:45

GROUP ACTIVITY

Photography

Team
Building –
Station 2
Photograp
hy

4Rs

Team Building
- Station 1

11:45 – 12:15

GROUP ACTIVITY

12:15 - 13:15
13:15 – 14:30
14:30 - 15:30
15:30 – 16:00

LUNCH
QUIET TIME
SPORTS ACTIVITY
BREAK

16:00 – 18:30
18:30 – 19:00

GAME DRIVE
SHOWER

19:00 – 20:30
20:30 – 21:00

DINNER
TENT CHAT

21:00

LIGHTS OUT

Team
Team
4Rs
Building Building –
Station 1
Station 2
Super Camper Awards
Children to work in their workbooks or rest
Sport in the Wilderness – Wild Dog Lesson Plan
 Loo break
 Snacks
Children to take their Animal Check Lists along
Watch Water Usage
 Chat about ways of saving water
Boma Dinner
What Have you learnt today? What can you take to your
community?
Dreaming Time – Good night, sleep tight!

35 – 43

35 – 43

Meal leaders

18 – 19
44 – 48
10
13 – 14

Tent Leaders

-
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TIME
05:30 – 06:00
06:00 - 06:45
06:35 – 06:45

SUBJECT
WAKE UP
RE-ENERGIZE
VALUE

06:45 – 07:00
07:00 – 07:45
07:45 – 08:00

SUPER CAMPER
BREAKFAST
LOO BREAK

08:00 – 08:30

GROUP ACTIVITY

08:30 – 09:00

GROUP ACTIVITY

09:00 – 09:30

GROUP ACTIVITY

09:30 – 10:00

GROUP ACTIVITY

10:00 – 10:15

BREAK

DAY 3
INTENT
Get dressed and tidy up
Energizer
Talk about the value for the day – PRESERVERANCE - and perform
the quick skit about the topic
Super Camper Awards
Breakfast
Get ready for lessons. Children must bring:
 Hats
 Water bottles
 Workbooks
 Pens / pencils
ELEPHANT
LECHWE
TSESSEBE
ZEBRA
What makes Flight Station Whose foot is Beaks
a bird?
this?
Flight
What makes Beaks
Whose foot is this?
Station
a bird?
Whose foot Beaks
What makes a Flight Stations
is this?
bird?
Beaks
Whose foot is Flight Station
What makes a
this?
bird?



LEADERS
Tent leaders
Activity leaders

PAGE #
15 – 17
20 – 22
18 – 19
-

53 – 61
53 – 61
53 – 61
53 – 61

-

Loo break
Snacks
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10:15 – 10:45
10:45 – 11:00
11:00 – 12:00
12:00 - 13:15
13:15 – 14:30
14:30 – 15:30
15:30 – 16:00
16:00 – 18:30
18:30 – 19:00
19:00 – 20:00
20:00 – 20:45
20:45 – 21:00
21:00

GROUP
PRESENTATION
PREPARATION
FOR QUIZ
QUIZ
LUNCH
QUIET TIME
SPORTS ACTIVITY
BREAK

School Project Presentation on Climate change.

-

Children to go to the loo, and then in their teams, revise for the quiz

Inter-team wildlife quiz
Lunch
Children to work in their workbooks or rest
Sport in the Wilderness Lesson Plan - Giraffes
 Loo break
 Snacks
GAME DRIVE
Children to take their Animal Check Lists along
SHOWER
Watch water usage
 Talk to the children about harvesting rain water
DINNER
Dinner
SLIDE SHOW AND Farewell
GIFTS
TENT CHATS
Wrap up learnings and items from the camp
LIGHTS OUT
Good night, sleep tight!

49 - 52
Guides
Tent leaders

10

Meal leaders
All

-

Tent leaders

13 - 14
-

DAY 4
TIME
06:00 – 07:00
07:00 – 07:30
07:30 – 08:30
08:30 – 09:00
09:00

SUBJECT
WAKE UP
PACK UP
BREAKFAST
CHILDREN DEPART
TIDY UP

INTENT
Get dressed
Tidy up, pack bags, ensure rooms are neat and tidy
Breakfast, singing, grace
Children leave with a packed lunch
Tidy up the lodge and prepare for the next group

LEADERS
Tent leaders; Guides
Tent leaders
Meal leaders
Guides; All
All
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Mentor(s) in charge:

1. GETTING TO KNOW YOU GAMES

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. Start off by introducing the Team of Eco-Mentors as well as camp staff to the children.
2. Sing a CITW song or two.
3. In order to get to know your campers, and for them to get to know each other, play as many
of these games as time will allow. These are just a few ideas, but feel free to play other games
that you know of. Encourage the children, Mentors and teachers to share other games and
songs they may know of.
NOTE: These can also be used as energizers – adapt them as necessary during energizer time 
THROW AND SHARE
Materials: Ball
Time: 10mins
Procedure:
- Everyone stands in a circle facing inward.
- The facilitator explains that we want to get to know each other’s names.
- When you catch the ball you shout out your own name and then throw it to someone else. Whilst
this is happening, everyone must try and remember the names in the group.
- When you (the facilitator) throw the ball you shout the name of the camper you are throwing it
to.
- Once everyone has gone ask if anyone wants to be brave, and can try and name everyone 
Variation
- Once the group has accomplished the task successfully, tell the group that they have until you
count to five to move to a new spot in the circle.
- Once the group has rearranged itself, instruct them that they must pass the ball in the same name
pattern as before.
- This is a great variation! This little twist really helps participants learn each other's names and
faces.
NAMES AND ACTIONS
Materials: None
Time: 15mins
Procedure:
- Have the group stand in a circle.
- Ask each person to think of a simple signal/action that will represent them (for example, tug your
ear with your fingers, make horns on your head with your hands, make your hands into binoculars
and look through them, pretend to yawn, and so on).
- The children should try make their signal/action something that shows us who they are. For
example: if they like singing, they could pretend to be singing into a microphone; they could
pretend to be scoring a goal in soccer, or bouncing the ball in netball; perhaps they want to use
0

-

the action of pretending to read a book if they enjoy reading. Or maybe they want to choose their
favourite animal to represent them, and they could use their arm to represent an elephant’s trunk
for example.
Once everyone has decided on their own action, you can begin the game:
1. Go around the circle and share your name and signal/action.
2. One person begins by walking into the middle of the circle, saying their name and doing
someone else’s signal/action.
3. The person whose action was done is the next to go into the middle of the circle, and they
then say their name and do someone else’s action.
4. The goal is to go around the circle as quickly as possible, and to remember everyone’s
signals/actions.
5. At the end of the game, talk to the children about:
 How this game shows that everyone is different – we all had our own signals/actions
that showed who we were.

STAND UP, SIT DOWN
Materials: None
Time: 10mins
Procedure:
- Have the children spread out in front of you
- Ask them questions, such as "do you have a sister?" or "are you wearing pink?"
- If their answer is "Yes" they should stand up, and if the answer is “No”, then they stay seated.
- Keep it fun and light, and try to ask the questions in quick succession so that they have to think
quickly.
- Some ideas for questions:
o Do you like to sing?
o Do you have brothers or sisters?
o Do you know everybody’s names?
o Are you wearing shorts?
o Do you enjoy swimming?
o Are you ready to have fun? (hopefully they all stand )
ACTION SYLLABLES
Materials: None
Time: 10mins
Procedure:
- With the group standing in a circle, have the participants each choose an action for every
syllable of their name.
o Example: Elvis (El-vis) has two syllables, so he does a hip shake with ‘El’ and snaps his
fingers for ‘vis’.
o Example: Bongani (Bon-ga-ni) has three syllables, so he can clap on ‘Bon’ jump on
‘ga’ and nod his head of ‘ni’
- Once a child has done their action while saying their name, the whole group repeats it.
- Go around the circle until everyone has had a turn.
1

THE BIG WIND BLOWS…
Materials: Large space with ‘spots’. These spots could be cloth napkins, scrap pieces of paper, or
water bottles – use what would work in your setting.
If you have x number of participants then you need x-1 spot. In other words, you need one less spot
than there are children. The ‘spots’ are to be laid in a large circle.
Procedure:
-

-

One person in the middle of the circle (without a spot) says, “The big wind blows everyone
who…” then they say anything they want about some kind of characteristic. For example, “The
big wind blows everyone who has trousers on”
Then all those who have trousers must move to a new space.
One person will be left without a space and they must shout a new command and so the game
repeats.

Concerns
Language is always an issue, as is creativity. Some children will say the same things over and over
again. Make sure the first few people stuck in the middle are the staff so the children can see how it
works. Then let a children get stuck but make sure a staff member can go and help them out if they
are shy.
Variations
It doesn’t need to be the big wind blows. It could be “Everyone moves if…” or some variation of that
if the language is an issue. Also, you can adapt this so it’s only something that is true about yourself,
for example “Everyone moves if you have brothers”
BLANKET NAME GUESS
Materials: One big blanket and two people to hold the blanket
Procedure:
- Two people hold a blanket up, creating a ‘curtain’, hiding one group from the other.
- The campers are divided into two equal groups and sit on opposite sides of the blanket.
- One person on each team stands close to the blanket (in other words, they are standing directly
opposite each other, but the blanket is in between them)
- On the count of three, the two Mentors holding the blanket drop it.
- The first of the two people facing each other to say the others name is the winner. The ‘loser’
joins the other team.
- The game ends when all campers are on one team.
Concerns
Make sure the children don’t cheat, some at the back may try and see the camper on the other side
before the blanket is dropped. A dark blanket might help and making sure that they can’t see over,
below or around it. Have a staff member on each side to ensure everyone has a turn. They might
also like to have the children shuffle around so that they do not know who is next in line.
Variations
They can shout the others team name or the name of their school instead
2

Mentor(s) in charge:

2. CAMP SAFETY RULES & EMERGENCY
DRILL

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. Talk to the children about the CITW Camp Rules (below) which are in their workbooks.
2. The Camp Manager or CITW Camp Director should then talk to the children about safety
around camp, and run through the emergency drill procedure.
3. Now, practice an emergency drill.
4. Finally, revise the drill procedure, by asking the children / groups to answer questions on what
you’ve just discussed.
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3. TEAM ALLOCATIONS

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. The children must now be separated into four teams
2. They must be split according to age, gender and size.
3. Mentors and teachers are assigned to each group, and should guide the children through the
following instructions:
 Colour in the star to show which animal is theirs.
 Read the facts about your animal.
 Come up with a team name and a war cry for your team.
 If time allows, read through the other groups animals.
ELEPHANTS
1. The oldest known elephant in the world lived for 86
years (1917 – 2003). The average lifespan of an
elephant is from 50 to 70 years.
2. The tusks of an elephant are modified incisors. Humans
have incisors too. Your eight incisor teeth are located
in the front part of your mouth. You have four of them
in your upper jaw and four in your lower jaw.
3. An elephants tusks continue to grow throughout an elephant’s lifetime. Tusks are used to dig for
salt, water and roots, to debark trees, to clear a path and occasionally in fights.
4. The elephant’s trunk is a combination of its nose and upper lip. It is the elephant’s most important
limb. The trunk is sensitive enough to pick up a blade of grass and strong enough to rip the
branches off a tree. The trunk is also used for drinking – the elephant can suck up to 14 litres of
water at a time and then blow it straight into its mouth!
5. The elephant’s very large ears are used to radiate excess heat away from the body.
LECHWE
1. In southern Africa the Red Lechwe is found only in the
Okavango swamps in Botswana and the Linyanti swamps
of the Caprivi Strip, Namibia.
2. Since the lechwe live in the swampy, marshy areas
around rivers and feed on riverine grasses, their coat is
greasy and water-repellent.
3. Lechwes enter water to feed on aquatic grasses, a
resource which most other herbivores ignore, and graze
the grasses that spring up as floodwaters recede.
4. They are quite literally “edge” species; on the widest, flattest floodplains, thousands of lechwes
migrate distances of up to 80 km as the water rises and falls with the rainy and dry seasons.
5. Females and young stay closest to the water. This is because lechwes are clumsy runners on dry
land, but very good runners on marshy, wet land, close to water. They depend on this habitat to
escape predators.
4

TSESSEBE
1. A tsessebe’s body looks more clumsy than agile. However,
when threatened, this has proven to be one of the fastest
antelope in the bushveld of Africa. They can reach a
running speed of up to 80 kilometres per hour!
2. Tsessebes are sociable animals that enjoy being part of a
herd. However, males and females form their own
separate herds. Young males join a bachelor herd, which
can comprise of some 30 individuals.
3. These are territorial antelope, and have a variety of ways to show their dominance and their
territory. These techniques include parading in front of the cows with their noses high in the air,
ground horning (striking at the ground with their horns), swiping one another with shoulders,
grunting, defecating in a crouch stance, high-stepping and mud-packing (throwing mud at other
males using the horns).
4. Another territorial tactic that they use is the bathing of their foreheads and horns in an oily
secretion that comes out of a gland near their eyes. To get this secretion from the gland to their
horns and face, they insert a grassy stem into the glands around their eyes, coating it in the oil.
Then, they wave the grassy stems around, which causes the oil to fall onto their foreheads and
horns.
5. The population numbers of the tsessebe used to be very healthy, but there has been a sharp
decline in the last century as a result of habitat destruction and bush encroachment (humans
taking over their habitats), as well as hunting for meat.
ZEBRA
1. These creatures are herbivores and spend most of their day
eating grass, and sometimes leaves, shrubs twigs and bark,
too. Their teeth are well adapted for grazing, with sharp
incisors at the front of their mouth to bite the grass, and large
molars at the back for crushing and grinding.
2. Zebras are constantly on the move for fresh grass to eat and
water to drink. Super stealthy creatures, they’ll travel
thousands of kilometres in search of green pastures where
they can fill their bellies and quench their thirst!
3. As elegant and peaceful as they are, don’t be fooled – zebras can be aggressive animals, too!
Stallions fight for females with piercing bites and powerful kicks that are strong enough to cause
serious damage
4. So why do zebras have stripes? Well, scientists aren’t entirely sure. Their stripes perhaps serve
to dazzle and confuse predators and biting insects, or to control the animal’s body heat. Because
each individual’s stripes are unique, their stripes may also have a social purpose, helping zebras
to recognise one other.
5. Did you know that zebras sleep standing up?

5

4. TEAM BUILDING

Mentor(s) in charge:

Instructions
1. In their teams, children should collect natural materials from around camp to make a group mascot.
2. They should be encouraged to only collect items that are lying on the ground – they are not to pick
or break things off of trees or plants.
3. Show the children these ideas (they do not have these pictures in their books).

6

5. ANIMAL OBSTACLE COURSE

Mentor(s) in charge:

Instructions
1. This activity requires discussion around the various characteristics of the animals mentioned
at each step in the obstacle course.
2. Discuss these first with the children, and then explain the obstacle course.

Materials: Timer (even the one on your phone works perfectly); Items from around the camp to
build your course (brooms, chairs, water bottles, etc.) *Note: you do not have to use exactly what is
shown in the picture – be creative 
1. All the groups will complete this activity together.
2. Talk about the way these animals move. They will have to move through the obstacle course like
these animals. Have them practise each movement out of the obstacle course first (eg. Clear a
path for them to sprint like cheetahs; Have them stomp in a circle like heavy elephants; etc.)
Cheetah – Sprint as fast as a cheetah! The fastest land animal in the world, a cheetah can reach
112km/h in just three seconds – that’s faster than a sports car accelerates! Its body has evolved
for speed, with long legs, an elongated spine, adapted claws to grip the ground and a long tail for
balance.
Impala – Jump as high as an impala! They are very fast runners and amazing jumpers, with the
ability to leap 3 metres high and 10 metres long which helps them to escape from predators.
Frog – Leap like a frog! Many frogs can jump at least 30 times their body length, and some
smaller species of tree frogs can jump 50 times their length. This is the human equivalent of
jumping the length of a football field without a running start.
Elephant – Walk like an elephant! Weighing up to 6000 kg (6.6 tons) and measuring up to 3.3 m
at the shoulder, the African elephant is the world’s largest land mammal.
Giraffe – Take long strides like a giraffe! Giraffes have very long legs (1.8metres to be exact!).
They take very long strides and can move at 60kms per hour!
Zebra – Zig Zag like a Zebra! Zebras are built for speed and long distance movement.
Snake – Slither like a snake! The snake will contract its muscles starting at the head, moving its
body from side to side, creating a series of curves.

3. Set up the obstacle course as shown. Each set of obstacles requires the children to move and act
as an animal that you have discussed with them. Try to spread it out so that they have plenty of
time and space to move as each animal:
4. In their teams, each child must make it from beginning to end. Time the teams, and the team
that does it in the quickest time, wins 
7

Start out hopping /
leaping like a frog
around boxes /
crates / chairs.

Walk like a big, heavy
elephant! Use your arm
to show the elephant’s
trunk.

Jump over the broom like an impala!
*Note: Don’t make this too high!

Zig zag like a zippy
zebra between the
water bottle *Note:
You will have to
mark each point of
the zig zag with a
water bottle so
that they know the
path they will need
to zig zag on.

Slither like a snake
through the boxes
*Note: You might
want to use chairs
instead of boxes. The
children can go under
the chairs.

Step over an object like
a tall giraffe! *Note:
This can be a box or
any other object that
will require a big stride

Sprint like a cheetah to the finish!
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Mentor(s) in charge:

6. MAKE A TIPPY TAP

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. Select a central spot where you can place your Tippy Tap. Use the Tippy Tap to wash hands
between activities and before meals.
2. Use this opportunity to talk to the children about the importance of clean hands (hygiene),
as well as how Tippy Taps can help to save water, compared to using a normal tap. Tippy
Taps reduce the chance for bacteria transmission as the user touches only the soap. It uses
only 40 milliliters of water to wash your hands versus 500 milliliters using a mug.
Additionally, the used “waste” water can go to plants or back into the water table.
3. Children should explain how to build a Tippy Tap in their workbooks and take notes on
your discussion when there is spare time / during reflections. Encourage them to make
these in their villages, homes and schools.

9

7. SHOWER TIME – WATER SAVING
TIPS

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
Tent leaders should talk to the children about how important it is to conserve (protect / save)
water.
Each night, cover a different aspect of the water crisis, using the notes below to guide you.
Encourage the children to add their own ideas, and ask them questions about what they
already know about how to save water, etc.

Night 1 – The water crisis






Ask the children what we use water for:
o Drinking, cooking, washing our bodies, washing our homes, watering our crops, for our
livestock to drink, for our pets to drink, etc.
Talk to the children about the water crisis. This is not only happening in Botswana, but all over
the world:
o Botswana is an arid country, which means that is doesn’t get much rain, and therefore
cannot support much vegetation. Botswana is prone to drought.
o The Delta is different – that water travels from far away into the Delta.
o Due to climate change (the weather patterns shifting), and an increasing population who
are all dependent on water, there seems to be a water shortage in parts of Botswana
It is very important that we all do our bit to conserve and save water!

Night 2 – Ways to save water






Use your bath / shower water again to water plants – we call this grey water. It is perfect to use
on your garden.
Take just enough water for what you need – do not throw any water out unnecessarily.
Fix leaking taps – leaks waste water
Only water plants in the late evening and early mornings. If it’s too hot, the water will just
evaporate away.
Can you or the children add more to this list?

Night 3 – Harvesting rainwater




You can collect (harvest) rainwater by:
o Placing buckets / containers out in the rain, or under roof eaves to catch the water
dripping off your roof
Rainwater is perfectly safe to use, and is falling anyway – so catch it and use it wisely.
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8. CAMP FIRE

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

BURNING OF FEARS
Name: Story Telling and Burning of Fears
Time: 30 minutes
Materials: Costume for a Wise Man (or ethnic blanket for storyteller) – pencils, post it pads/paper,
cup of sugar
Directions:






The camp fire leader introduces a famous wise man who is visiting.
Tell the campers that he will be telling a story that has been passed down through generations
by his ancestors. It is a story of hope, safety and security.
At the end of the story, the old man tells the children he has the power to drive away people’s
fears. The children are to think of things that make them scared or thoughts that worry them.
The old man gives a pencil and a piece of paper to each child and asks them to write down their
fear on that paper. They are then told to fold the paper up tightly.
One at a time the Old Man calls the children to come up and throw their paper into a big bowl /
basket, and he child says loudly “Go Away Fear”. The wise man then throws all of the children’s
fears into the fire, along with the sugar causes the flame to jump up and this helps to emphasise
the power of the old man.

Concern: Some of the children are very scared of any type of witchcraft and sorcery. Make sure this
is kept light and fun rather than dark and mysterious.
OPPORTUNITY
1. Talk to the children about opportunity.
2. Read the children this story, which was written by Geoffrey Aupiti, the Children in the
Wilderness Coordinator who sadly passed away a few years ago:
“I have story, and the theme of the story is “OPPORTUNITY” and how one can use the opportunity
for his/her life success. You are all very special to be here and that is opportunity.
My story is all about one pastor, if there are Christians please bear with me as this is a story that one
can understand the meaning of opportunity.
There was a pastor who was walking along a dried food plain 20 years back. During the course of his
walk the rain started falling and the water level from the flood plain rose high up to his knees, one
man came by in a canoe and stopped and asked the pastor to jump in to his canoe as to take him to
a safe place. The pastor replied, “NO I am doing the duties of God, my life is in the hands of God”.
The kind man left and the rain started falling more heavily and the water rose to the pastors waist,
but the pastor kept on walking , another man came with a speed boat and asked if the pastor can
jump in as to save his life. The pastor replied “NO, only God knows where I am coming from and
where I am going please leave me alone.” And the kind man left. The pastor couldn’t figure what
would happen and he kept on walking and the water level rose to his chin. Another man came with a
helicopter and asked the pastor to hold on the rope he dropped from the air as to take him to a safe
11

place. The pastor replied “NO! NO! NO! My life is in the hands of God as I am here to do his duties.”
The kind man left and the water level rose to his head and the pastor died under the water. When
the pastor arrived in heaven, he shouted to God, saying “Oh my Lord, why did you let me die?” God
replied “Who are you and when did you die?” The pastor replied “I am Pastor David and I died on
(put the date of Children’s arrival). God opened his folder and looked and said “Yes you are Pastor
David, sure you died on the (fill in the blank). The pastor couldn’t stop asking God why he had to die.
God replied “Pastor David, it happened because I did not have another option because, first I sent a
man with a canoe you did not want to use that opportunity, secondly I sent a man with a speed
boat, you did not want to use that opportunity and last I sent a man with a helicopter and you did
not want to use that opportunity. I am very sorry I did not have anything to do to help you pastor.”
3. Conclude by talking to the children about how important it is to use the opportunities you’ve
been given.
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Mentor(s) in charge:

9. TENT TALKS
Time: 10 – 15 minutes
Goals of the Activity: To discuss the day’s events and explore feelings around these activities
What is a Tent Chat?
Why Tent Chats?
It is important that staff spend time with their campers in order to:








Reflect on the day
Discuss and alleviate any fears about being in the bush
Bring the energy levels down
Assure them there is a caring adult close by
Talk about home life and camp experience
Build trust and friendship
Monitor their feelings and experience of camp

This includes each tent leader and their group. Tent chats are very important and compulsory to
lead. The aim is to have a moment away from the action of the camp for the kids to talk and bond
with each other and with their tent leader. It is a unique opportunity for the group to reflect on the
day’s events and activities and how the program is going. The tent chat represents an emotionally
safe place where children can share their thoughts and experiences with each other without being
judged. The tent chat is also an opportunity to get to know each child individually and to evaluate
how they are doing and what about our programme is having an impact.
Do you have to talk?
The tent chat is participation by choice activity. The tent leader traditionally starts and leads the chat
by talking about something they enjoyed or noticed during the day. It could be anything from the
highlight of the morning game drive to sports. It could be unrelated to the camp and involve
disclosing personal information to the group that they didn’t already know, like your favourite food,
how many brothers you have or your favourite book. The point is to get the group relaxed and
talking (if they want to). Be inventive about getting the kids talking.
We have given some ideas of tent chat subjects on each day’s curriculum that pertains to the day’s
learning. You can use these or create your own
What if some of the children don’t want to talk?
That doesn’t matter; they can just listen and join in when they feel comfortable. If none of the kids
want to talk, you (as tent leader) still have to talk!
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What are the rules?
The main rule is to avoid any negative discussion or criticism. The group is not allowed to make fun
of another member. The atmosphere must be comforting and informal. One word of caution when
facilitating group chats: pay attention if serious topics come up. Be sensitive, keep conversation
flowing, and make sure that the environment remains comfortable for everyone, but also that each
participant has an opportunity to speak freely. It is the responsibility of the tent leader to facilitate
these chats in a manner that will promote this atmosphere.
Please avoid the often-requested scary story. This can often have a negative effect on a participant.
Remember that group chat is for the participants. Although it is important for staff to be involved,
your primary role is to facilitate the conversation rather than to dominate it.
Possible topics for Tent Chats:














The day’s events (their favourite part of the day and why)
Of all the animals of the world, which one do you prefer and why?
What ways do you relax before you go to sleep where you live?
What does friendship mean to you?
What do you do for fun where you live?
What did you learn today?
What was challenging today? How did you deal with it?
What is your favourite place in nature and what makes is special?
Animal Representation - each person to select an animal and describe why they associate
themselves with that animal
What have they learnt about themselves in the past few days? (A potential topic for last
night)
How can you take these feelings / this learning home? (A potential topic for last night)
Is there anything that they feel they will do differently when they leave the camp and
why?
They can also choose their own topics!

Value Round Up
There is a value specified for each day of the curriculum. The value needs to be introduced at
breakfast with a short skit to demonstrate the meaning. Thereafter it is up to the Activity leaders to
ensure that during the course of the day’s activities, this value is reflected on and highlighted. It is
also a good idea to reflect on the value during the tent chats or camp fire.
At the night’s Camp Fire, ask for a camper to volunteer to explain to the group what the value of the
day was, how they learned more about it during the day and how they might use it when they get
home.
During your Tent Chat, following on from campfire, tent leaders can continue the discussion in their
tents before lights out by asking their campers what they learned about the value for the day and
how they can use it in the future.
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Mentor(s) in charge:

10. ENERGISERS

Below are a few Energisers which you can use throughout the camp programme. Ask the
children and teachers to teach you any new energisers they might want to share with the group.
You can also use this energiser time to sing and dance.
Refer to the ‘Getting to know you’ games too, where you can adapt the games to energisers.

Name: Elephant, Lion, Springbok
Objectives: Campers will try guess their partners
character
Materials: None
Procedure: Teach the campers how to act out each of
the three characters. As you teach each character, have
the group enthusiastically repeat back the character
name and the motions that go with it.
1. Elephants: use your arm to make a trunk, and
shout out ‘Elephants!’
2. Lions: Use your hands to make a mane, while
you make your face look as though you are
growling like a lion. Shout ‘Lion!’
3. Springbok: Spring up and down like a
springbok and shout ‘Springbok!’
4. Ask the group to get into pairs. With their backs to one
another, after the count of 3 they must jump around
facing their partner doing one of the characters actions.
The aim is to communicate with their actions to guess
which character you partner is thinking of.

Name: Let Me See Your Aeroplane
Objectives: Campers sing and dance
Materials: None
Procedure:
1. In a circle one camper starts by singing:
Camper: Let me see your aeroplane
Everyone replies: What did you say?
Camper: I said let me see your aeroplane
Everyone: What you say?
Camper: I said let me see you aeroplane
2.

Everyone dances like an aeroplane singing: Oh ah ah
ah oh ah ah ah oh

The song continues with the next camper volunteering a
verse such as:
Let me see your crocodile, frog, monkey, rhino, elephant
etc.

Variations: You can change the characters to be any
other animals that are easy to assign an action to (for
example, cheetah, zebra, tortoise, fish, bird). Could
even try guide, poacher, rhino.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Name: Impala , Impala, Cheetah
Objectives: Campers chase each other
Materials: None
Procedure:
1. Everyone sits in a circle.
One person is walking around the outside of the circle.
This person taps heads as they pass saying, impala,
impala, impala….
2. If they say ‘Cheetah!’ the person who has been
tapped and called ‘cheetah’ jumps up and chases them.
3. If the person who is being chased gets to the space
left open by the ‘Cheetah’ they sit down and the
Cheetah starts tapping heads instead, carrying on from
where they were sitting originally.

Name: Hi Five
Objectives: Campers will be in pairs. They will have to listen
and follow instructions.
Materials: Open space
Procedure:
1. Have two people to demonstrate the actions before
each go.
2. In their pairs, partners stand facing each other. They
must take ten steps back from each other, so that when
the facilitator says ‘go’ they run into the middle to carry
out the instruction given.
3. The demonstrators are in the middle. They say, ‘When
I say go, you and your partner are going to run into the
middle and give a ‘hi five’ with your right hand and then
go back to your spot.’
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5.

4. If the original person is tagged by the ‘Cheetah’
before they reach the space they must carry on tapping
heads and choose a new ‘Cheetah’
Concerns: Make sure there are no obstacles around the
circle. Dust can also be a problem for slipping!

Name: People to People
Objectives: Kids will move around from person to
person and listen to instructions.
Materials: None
Procedure:
1. Facilitator tells the campers that when they yell
‘People to People’ they must quickly find a partner.
2.

Once everyone has a partner the facilitator will yell
out various body parts like, knee to knee, foot to
foot, etc. When the body part is yelled out
everyone quickly matches their body part with
their partners.

3.

After you do a few body parts the facilitator yells,
‘And People to People’ at which time everyone
changes partners and you start over.

4.

The second time, the demonstrators say, ‘When I say
go, you and your partner will run to the middle and give
a ‘hi five’ with your right hand and then your left hand
and then go back to your spot.’
5. This continues: Right hand, left hand, right foot, left
foot, over the head, behind your back, between the
legs, in push up position, (with your hands on the
ground and stomach up) right foot, (with your hands on
the ground and stomach up) left foot, and finally, shake
hands.
Remember they have to do each one every time. It wears
the kids out because it is a lot of running but it’s silly and
fun.
Concerns: It helps if you have a level space. Try and play out
of the dust.

Name: Simon says
Objectives: Children need to listen to instructions
Materials: None
Procedure:
1. One person is ‘Simon’, the others are the players.
2. Standing in front of the group, Simon tells players what
they must do. However, the players must only obey
commands that begin with the words "Simon Says."
3. If Simon says, "Simon says touch your nose," then players
must touch their nose. But, if Simon simply says,
"jump," without first saying "Simon says," players must not
jump.
4. Children that do what Simon says when they shouldn’t,
must stand out of the game. They can re-join after a few
rounds of Simon calling out instructions so they don’t miss
out on the fun.

Concerns: Make sure that you don’t yell body parts that
are inappropriate (like chest to chest, mouth to mouth,
and so on)
Name: River / bank
Objectives: Children to concentrate on listening to
instructions to decide which side of the line they should
be
Materials: None
Procedure:
1. In the middle of the open space in which you’ll play,
draw a long line in the sand (or use string to make
a marker).
2. The left side of the line is the river bank, and the
right side of the line is the river.
3. The children start off standing on the ‘riverbank’
along the line that divides the river from the bank.
4. The facilitator will then call out either river, or
bank. The children have to jump over the line, to
the side that the facilitator has called out.

Name: Trick Clap
Objectives: Children to concentrate on waiting for the right
moment to clap
Materials: None
Procedure:
1. The facilitator holds one hand high in the air and the
other one next to their sides.
2. They explain to the group that whenever the facilitator’s
hands pass each other moving up or down, the group is to clap.
Try this a couple of times slowly to give the group a chance to
try it out. They must clap as the hands pass each other.
3. Start mixing in some tricks where the hands look like they are
going to pass each other but do not.
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5.

The facilitators will speed up the instructions, and
try and catch children out.
If they are on the wrong side, children are ‘out’

4. It is good to end with the hands passing each other often and
quickly creating an applause sound from the group.

Name: Eagle and Mouse Game
Objective: Eagle has to catch and eat as many mice as
possible
Materials: A blindfold and an open area to play in.
Procedure:
1. Have all the children stand in a circle. The students
represent trees. They should plant their feet like trees in
the ground and not move or make a sound.
2. Pick one student to be the eagle. This student is blindfolded and stands in the middle of the circle.
3. Pick one or two students to be mice. They are not
blindfolded but are also in the middle of the circle.
4. Explain that the goal is for the eagle to catch a mouse by
only using sound. The eagle says "eagle." Every time the
eagle says this the mouse must respond with "Mouse."
As in the game Marco Polo, the eagle has to find the
mouse by listening to where its voice is coming from.
Once the eagle catches the mouse, pick a new eagle and
mouse. The trees are there as a buffer to keep the eagle
contained and from bumping into anything. It should be
enforced that this is strictly a walking game.

Name: Blind Owl Game
Background: Owls have amazing, highly developed hearing.
Owls' ears are placed asymmetrically on their heads, one slightly
higher than the other. This increases their ability to distinguish
sounds, where they are coming from, and how far away they are.
This is particularly helpful for owls when they are hunting at
night. Barn owls are believed to have better hearing than any
other animal and can even hear a human heart beat.
Objectives: Campers try and steal treasure by being quiet
Materials: Treasure, line on the ground, blindfold
Procedure:

6.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Choose a camper or a staff member to be the owl. They are
blindfolded and sit with the ‘treasure’ (can be a rock/ wood
etc.) in front of them.
The line is drawn 20m away and all the campers are behind
the line.
The object is for the campers to steal the treasure without
being heard by the owl.
If the owl hears someone, he/she points to them and they
are out for that round.

Make sure a judge is standing next to the owl to see whether
they really hear someone, the owl is not allowed to wave their
hands around, the pointing must be specific. The stealers are not
allowed to run.
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11. SUPER CAMPER AWARDS

Mentor(s) in charge:

Objectives:





To enable children who come on camps to become more resilient
To enable children to know and understand their own unique strengths
To celebrate the children’s successes and strengths
To create an accepting and non-judgemental environment

Focus on strengths and successes:
Research shows that children who experience successes and understand their strengths tend to be
more flexible, resilient, and able to adapt to new challenges and situations. Camp provides many
opportunities for children to explore and discover a range of strengths and experience many
successes. It is important to give specific praise and celebration of accomplishments, no matter how
seemingly small.
Different strengths and successes:
Communicating strengths and successes is an important practice to develop positive behaviour and
foster resilience. This list contains just a few ways to celebrate the children’s strengths on a daily
basis.






Specific Skills:
Good at…. Running, reading, writing, singing, dancing, cooking, problem solving, teaching,
sharing, observing, listening etc.
Personality Traits:
Kind, caring, loving, generous, neat, organised, interested, helpful, appreciative, thoughtful,
funny, tidy etc.
Leadership Values:
Shows…… creativity, integrity, perseverance, team work, direction, focus etc.

Directions:
This is an award that by the end of the camp each child would have received. Each child only
receives the super camper award once.




Materials:
o Super Camper badges
o Super Camper template
o Super Camper Poster put up in a predominant location on which to attach the slips
of paper
Preparation: Fully brief all staff members about what the Super Camper awards are before
the camp starts. One way of introducing Super Camper is for the programme director to
start awarding Super Leaders awards during meals as the camp is being set up or during
training. This empowers new staff members, builds team work and gets everyone familiar
with the process. It also allows them to practise giving them out to each other and focusing
on individual strengths.
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Keep a list of all the children’s names behind the scenes and tick them off as they receive an
award, so you can keep track of who is yet to receive one. A good time is after the meal and
before washing up. Any staff member can give an award, it’s important that the staff
member who witnessed the strength / success is the one giving the award to that child.
On the Super Camper Label:
o Describe: They tell the story of what the child did, and be specific. It’s no good
saying ‘Thembi was a good girl’- what did she actual do? Thembi won’t believe the
praise and realise she has great strengths if she isn’t told exactly.
o Label: For example - kind, teamwork, smart, supportive, sharing, listening,
friendship, problem solving (see list above for other examples)
o Praise: Well done! Awesome job, Great Work etc.

Super Camper Award
Awarded to: ____________________________________________________________________________________
For: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Praise: __________________________________________________________________________________________
Signed: ______________________________________________________ Date: ____________________________
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12. LEADERSHIP VALUES

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

After your energisers in the morning, introduce one of the leadership values. Try to bring this
value up throughout the day, wherever appropriate. The Leadership Values which we will focus
on for this camp are Respect and Opportunity. Use the skit, story and discussion points as a
guideline for leading the lessons on leadership values.
LEADERSHIP AND VALUES
What makes a good leader?
 A good leader listens
 A good leader makes decisions
 A good leader can admit mistakes
 A good leader takes responsibility
 A good leader remains calm under pressure
 A good leader inspires others to follow
 A good leader is willing to do the right thing, even if it makes him/her unpopular.
What are Values?
Values are the beliefs, feelings and skills that guide a good leader. Here are a few important
leadership values:
 Awareness – knowing and understanding yourself, other people and the environment.
 Creativity – seeing and coming up with solutions, ideas and plans.
 Integrity – being reliable and trustworthy, staying true to what you can achieve (your potential).
 Perseverance – to keep going on, and remaining strong when you experience complication,
tragedy or people going against what you believe.
 Service – sharing resources and skills selflessly and effectively, using your strength and
experience to take meaningful action and contribute to a great good.
 Focus – recognising and concentrating on important information.
 Empathy / Compassion - understanding a person’s feelings, and motives.
admit – to make something known
responsibility – to take control
inspires – to encourage/give support to people to do something
unpopular – not liked
beliefs – things people believe to be true
skills – the ability to do something well
solutions – coming up with the answer to a problem
reliable – someone you can trust or depend on
trustworthy – when you trust that someone is honest and truthful
achieve – to do something successfully
complication – when something becomes difficult
tragedy – an event that causes disaster or despair
resources – stock or supply
selflessly – being concerned more about others than yourself
effectively – done properly to achieve a goal
recognising – seeing and understanding
concentrating – focusing all of your attention
motives – reason for doing something
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MORNING 1 – VALUE SKIT – RESPECT
1. Talk to the children about what respect is:
What is respect?
Respect is thinking and acting in a positive way about yourself, others and your environment.
Respect is thinking and acting in a way that shows others you care about their feelings and their
well-being, or acting in a responsible way to look after your environment. Give examples of how
you can show respect:
Respect yourself and others by…
 Not calling people mean names
 Treating people with kindness
 Caring enough about yourself that you don't do things you know can hurt you
 You follow your parents' rules to show them you care (respect) how they feel about the
situation
 You dress, speak, and act in a way that shows you care about what you know is right and safe,
because you care about (respect) yourself and your well-being
Respect your environment by…
 Throwing rubbish away, and recycling
 Starting a compost heap or worm farm
 Planting and caring for trees and plants
 Switching off any appliances you aren’t using
 Use water carefully – do not waste it
2. Now, role-play the skit below:
 Have a few Eco-Mentors pretending to be the children (this always makes it fun and the children
can relate to this easily).
 They are standing in line waiting to dish up their food at camp, when one ‘disrespectful’ EcoMentor pushes in front of everyone.
 As the disrespectful Eco-Mentor is pushing past everyone, he/she trips over a plant (perhaps use
a dead branch to represent this). He/She is so cross that they tripped, they kick the plant and say
something along the lines of “Stupid plants!”
 When the Eco-Mentor gets to the front of the line, the person serving the food tells them that
what they did was wrong. They should focus on:
o How they disrespected all the children in the line by pushing past them
o How they disrespected the plant
o How they disrespected the camp rules which are there to keep everyone safe and
happy.
o The disrespectful Eco-Mentor says that they don’t care and shouts back.
3. Now, have the children discuss this by raising their hands to tell you what was wrong about roleplay. Ask them to tell you how the disrespectful Eco-Mentor should have acted in this situation.
Use the notes on respect to help you.
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MORNING TWO – VALUE SKIT – PERSEVERANCE
Perseverance is the ability to do your best toward a goal, even though it’s a big challenge.
Perseverance is the ability and self-control that pushes you to work through challenges.
Role-play:



One Eco-Mentor confides in another telling them that they just want to quit at something (it
could be a kind of sport or a particular game or activity).
The other Eco-Mentor replies saying that yes, maybe they should just give up… What’s the point
in trying and feeling embarrassed?

Now, discuss this with the children. What do they think the second Eco-Mentor should have said to
the Eco-Mentor who wanted to give up? Can they help you correct the role-play? Perhaps:




The second Eco-Mentor should have asked them what they found difficult, and how they
thought they could fix the problem (maybe training more, or trying to approach the activity from
a different angle, for example)
The word perseverance should be introduced, highlighting that even though something might be
difficult, if you persevere and keep trying despite the difficulties, things can often work out for
you in the end.
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14. DELTA TALK

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. Teach the children all about the Delta.
2. Thereafter, give them time to answer the questions in their workbooks. Go through the
answers carefully to ensure that they have the correct answers in their workbooks.
Time: 30mins
Materials: Map of Botswana and the Delta; Children’s workbooks; pens / pencils

1. Use the notes below to teach the children about the Delta. Do not just read the notes to
them! Rather:
a. Ask them to tell you what they already know about the Delta.
b. Before you give an answer, ask the question. For example, rather than saying “The
Chobe River is one of the main rivers in Botswana,” ask them what the main rivers in
Botswana are and ask for their ideas.
2. These notes are just a guide – speak about what you know about, but make sure you cover
the content the children will need to answer the questions. Focus on the headings in red.
ECO-MENTOR NOTES
Introduction:
Swollen with floodwaters from the summer rains, the Okavango River travels from
the Angolan highlands, crosses into Botswana at Mohembo in the Caprivi, then
later spills over the vast, fan-shaped Delta. The timing of the floods is uncanny. Just
as the waters from Botswana’s summer rains disappear (April, May), so the
floodwaters begin their journey – 1300 kilometres of which is through Kalahari sands
– revitalising a vast and remarkably diverse ecosystem of plant and animal life.
The water’s flow, distribution and drainage patterns are continually changing,
principally due to tectonic activity underground. As an extension of Africa’s Great
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Rift Valley, the Okavango is set within a geographically unstable area of faults,
and regularly experiences land movements, tremors and minor quakes. By the
time the water reaches Maun, at the Delta’s southern fringes, its volume is a
fraction of what it was. As little as two to three percent of the water reaches the
Thamalakane River in Maun, over 95 percent lost to evapo-transpiration.
But the flow doesn’t stop in Maun. It may continue east to the Boteti River, to fill
Lake Xau or the Makgadikgadi Pans, or drain west to Lake River to fill Lake Ngami.
Major species to be seen include:
 elephant |buffalo | giraffe | zebra | hippo | crocodile | rhino | red lechwe |
waterbuck | reedbuck | duiker | impala | kudu | steenbok | wildebeest |
hartebeest | sable | roan | tsessebe | lion | leopard | cheetah | genet |
serval | and caracal | along with an immense variety of birds – land and
water, resident and migratory, some of which are rare and endangered.
Major rivers:
 The Chobe River is a tributary of the great Zambezi River, and is home to the
greatest concentration of elephants in Africa. The Chobe has its source in the
Highlands of Angola although parts of the river between its source and its
mouth are dry much of the time.
 The Savute River is steeped in legend, as it dries up and flows at irregular
intervals. The channel leads from the Linyanti water system and ends in the
Kalahari sands of the Savute Marsh when it is in flood, but when the channel
does not flow the area is an arid, yet spectacular, wilderness.
 Rising in the Highlands of Angola and flowing through Namibia, the Linyanti
River comes into Botswana as the Kwando River before settling in the Linyanti
Delta system.
 The Okavango River also begins its journey in the Highlands of Angola,
thousands of kilometres away, before spilling into the sands of the Kalahari
Desert where it forms one of the world's most celebrated wilderness areas - the
Okavango Delta
Why the Delta is important for Botswana:
 The Okavango Delta is an important wildlife area protected by both the
Moremi Game Reserve, on its eastern edge, and the numerous wildlife
concessions within Ngamiland.
 The Delta supports the eco-tourism industry in Botswana, which brings in money
for the country and creates jobs
 Conservation of the environment
River vs. Delta:
 A delta is an area of land in which a river divides into smaller rivers and empties
into a larger body of water. It is also possible to have a delta that empties into
land, as is the case in the Okavango Delta.
 A large natural stream of water flowing in a channel to the sea, a lake, or
another river.
Extra Facts:
 The Okavango Delta is a lush delta that is listed as one of Africa’s Seven
Natural Wonders, located in Botswana in southern Africa, and it has no outflow
to the ocean.
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The Okavango River flows into the Okavango Delta, and each year the delta is
fed by the flooded river
Habitats of Okavango Delta include grasslands, swamps, forests and lagoons
Constant flooding and termite nest building have contributed to the numerous
islands found in the Okavango Delta, while the biggest is Chief’s Island,
although it was formed through movement of the earth due to a fault line.
The UNESCO World Heritage Convention designated Okavango Delta a World
Heritage Site in 2014, and it was the 1000th site to be listed.
Salt accumulates on the islands in the Okavango Delta around plant roots, and
in some areas on the islands the soil has become too infused with salt so that
vegetation is unable to grow.
Multiple reserves have been initiated to protect the diverse ecosystem of
Okavango Delta, including the Moremi Game Reserve, and the delta has in
excess of a thousand plant species.
Okavango Delta, also known as ‘Okavango Grassland’, is of great size, and
has an area that covers more than 20,000 square kilometres (7,700 square
miles).

Activity: *NOTE: Make sure you have the answers to these questions. Perhaps complete these
answers as a team of Mentors during one of your evening meetings whilst preparing for the next
day’s activities.
Using what you have learnt in your discussion with your Eco-Mentor, answer the following
questions:
1. What are the main large rivers in Botswana?

2. What is the difference between a river and a Delta?

3. Where does the Okavango River and Delta get water from?

4. Name 10 animals found in the Delta.

5. The Delta is important for our country because:
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15. MAMMALS

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. Talk to the children about the five different categories of animals. Use the flip chart to write
the category of animal in the middle of the page, with ideas all around it of what they know
about the animal.
DO NOT simply read the facts, but encourage the children to tell you what they know. For
example:
 Ask the children: What do you know about birds – where do they live, how do they
stay warm, what do they eat, how are their babies born, etc.
2. Be sure to explain what the difference is between warm and cold-blooded
3. The children have notes and pictures in their workbooks. Once you have finished teaching the
different categories on animals, have them look in their workbooks to complete the tasks laid
out for them there.

WHAT MAKES A MAMMAL A MAMMAL?
1. Discuss the difference between the five different categories of animals. Focus on mammals:
MAMMALS:






Give birth to live young
Have hair or fur
Mammal mothers nurse their young with milk
Mammals are warm-blooded
HUMANS are mammals, since we do all of these things 

AMPHIBIANS:







Live on land and in water
They are cold-blooded
They lay eggs
They have moist skin
They have webbed feet
FROGS and TOADS are examples of amphibians

BIRDS:




Have feathers and wings
Lay eggs
Birds are warm-blooded

REPTILES:


Reptiles have scales, not fur
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They have dry skin, not moist
They usually lay eggs, but sometimes give birth to live young
They are cold-blooded
SNAKES and LIZARDS are examples of reptiles

FISH:






Breathe under water using gills, not lungs
Live in water ONLY
Have scales and fins
Are cold-blooded
Lay many eggs

WARM-BLOODED:


Having a body temperature that stays the same and does not change with the temperature
of the environment

COLD-BLOODED:


Cold-blooded animals can only control their body heat by taking in heat from the outside or
by being very active

3. In their workbooks, the children must now write examples of mammals, using what they’ve
learnt to tell apart these five categories of animals. Encourage the children to write down
examples of mammals you might see around camp and on game drives. Even the tiniest
little thing like a squirrel or a mouse, is a mammal – encourage the children to pay
attention to these tiny things too.
4. Now, read through the facts about mammals below, and give the children some time to
colour in the worksheet on Mammals in their books:
 Mammals are warm-blooded
 Mammal have live births
 Mammals feed their babies with mother’s milk
 Mammals have fur of hair
 Mammals breathe with lungs
 Some mammals can fly – a bat is the only mammal able to fly!
 Some mammals, like a seal, live in water
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16. FOOD WEB

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. This lesson is very important and should be used to highlight learnings from other lessons and
game drives. This activity will help the children have a better understanding of how everything
is dependent on everything else. It is important to remember that animals and plants have an
important part to play on our planet and in our lives.
2. Follow the instructions below carefully, step-by-step – take your time at each animal child to
talk about their animal, bird, organism, and think about the connections you can make.
3. Be sure to leave 5minutes at the end for a proper debrief!

Time: 30mins
Materials:
 1 spool of string, or wool, or twine
 Set of labelled Web of life cards (one for each participant) with parts of the food chain. Examples:
sun, plants, insects, elephant, leopard, rabbit, spider, bird, hawk, water, snails, fish, turtle,
crocodile, frog, antelope, etc. Make sure there are more plants and small animals than large ones.
Add a "people" card to show the impact humans have on the environment.
Directions:
1. Pass out these cards to all the children.
2. Explain to the children that you are going to create a web of life (it will look like a spider’s web).
The web of life is like creating a little eco-system. An eco-system is all of the living things (plants,
animals and organisms) in a given area, interacting with each other, and also with their non-living
environments (weather, earth, sun, soil, climate, and atmosphere). In an ecosystem, each
organism, creature or thing, has its own role to play.
3. Everyone stand in a circle. Think about which card represents what all life needs to grow and
survive (the sun). Hand the end of the string to the "sun" card.
4. What would be next in the chain? It would be plants, so the “sun” throws the ball of string (still
holding the end of the string and now creating connections) to the “plant”.
5. Children continue throwing the ball of string to another child and the child catching the ball of
string needs to try and explain why the organism on his/her card interacts with the organism that
threw the ball of sting. You can make connections such as:
o The mouse is eaten by an eagle
o Insects live under the bark of trees
o Decomposers / bacteria will decompose anything
6. The game continues until everyone has had a turn at catching the ball of string (there will be a
very small ball left!). The string is now complex and tangled (a web) and everyone is connected
to everyone else.
7. When all the cards have been used, choose one of the organisms in the game. For example, you
could focus on the lizard from the food web. Discuss what would happen if this creature was
removed from the environment. For example, lizards are very important as they eat insects, and
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so help keep insect populations manageable (for instance, eating mosquitoes). The lizard is also
food for birds and snakes.
8. After a short discussion, let the child who is holding the lizard card let go of the string. Whoever
the lizard was connected to must now let their piece of string go, since the lizard is no longer in
the eco-system you have created. As the chain collapses, discuss the importance of each living
thing in every habitat.
9. DEBRIEF - EXPLAIN: Anything that happens to part of the web has an effect on the whole system.
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17. FOOD CHAIN

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. Go through these notes with the children. Teach / discuss each section. DO NOT just read the
notes to the children:
 Use the flip chart and make important notes
 Ask the children questions – for example: what is an eco-system; what is a producer;
what is a decomposer; etc.
2. Thereafter, use the polystyrene cups to demonstrate an eco-system and food chain
1. Teach the children these notes:
Time: 30mins
Materials: Children’s workbooks; pens, pencils
INTRODUCTION
We share the Earth, our home, with all living things. All
living things are interconnected – so we must take care of
them. Our survival depends on it.
Conservation means “wise use”. We need to use the earth’s
resources wisely so they can support life for the future. If
we do not look after the air, soil, water systems, plants and
animals, there will be imbalances in the natural world. For
example, if we continue to cut down trees, animals that
depend on those trees to survive will be negatively affected.
WHAT IS AN ECOSYSTEM?
An ecosystem is a community of plants, animals and smaller
organisms (like insects, fungi, mosses and lichens) that live,
feed, reproduce (make more of themselves) and interact (have an effect on each other) in the same
area or environment.
An ecosystem includes all of the living things (plants, animals and organisms) in a given area,
interacting with each other, and also with their non-living environments (weather, earth, sun, soil,
climate, and atmosphere).
For example, think about a little puddle of water in the
bush. In it, you may find all sorts of living things, from
insects to plants to frogs. In order to survive, these
things depend on non-living things like water, sunlight
and temperature, and even nutrients in the water for
life.
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It is easy to think that parts of an ecosystem stand by themselves, but they do not. Another example
could be cutting down a tree. Cutting down a tree affects all the birds that lived in it, all the vegetation
growing beneath it that depended on its shade, all the animals that depended on it for food and so
on.
FOOD CHAINS
All living things need energy to live – like a car needs petrol to drive. Every time an animal does
something (eat, run or sleep) they use energy. They get energy from the food they eat. Plants use
sunlight, water and soil to get energy.
A food chain shows how each living thing gets food – and how nutrients and energy are passed from
creature to creature.
Food chains:
 Begin with plant-life, and
 End with animal-life.
Some animals eat plants, some animals eat other animals. A simple food chain could start with grass,
which is eaten by a hare. Then the hare is eaten by a jackal.

THE ECO-SYSTEM AND FOOD CHAIN, ARE MADE UP OF PRODUCERS, CONSUMERS AND
DECOMPOSERS
As you know, eco-systems are made up of many different organisms. We’re now going to look at a
few.
Producers: plants are called producers, because they produce (or make) their own food. They do this
by using light energy from the sun, carbon dioxide from the air and water and nutrients from the soil
to produce food. The process is called photosynthesis.
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The sun (light energy), water, nutrients and
carbon dioxide are all taken in by the plant.
The plant then uses them to make glucose/sugar,
which is the energy/food for the plant.
Oxygen is also produced by the plant in this
cycle, which is then let off into the air.

Consumers: animals are called consumers because they cannot make their own food, so they need to
consume (eat) plants and/or animals.
o

There are three groups of Consumers:
- Herbivores - animals that only eat plants. This includes leaves, grass, flowers, seeds, roots,
fruit, bark, pollen… Some herbivores: antelope, zebra, cows, bees, grasshoppers…
- Carnivores – animals that only eat other animals. Some carnivores: lions, eagles, sharks,
frogs, owls, spiders…
- Omnivores – animals that eat plants and other animals. Some omnivores: humans,
monkeys, some birds…

Decomposers: bacteria and fungi are decomposers – because they eat dead plants and animals and
in the process they break them down and decompose them.
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Let’s look at an example of a food chain:
The sun is very important for all living things, without the sun the plants would not grow, without
plants there would be no animals.
It starts with grass (producer), which is eaten by locusts (a consumer), which are eaten by mice which
are eaten by snakes (consumers), which are eaten by hawks (consumer). Energy is being passed from
one animal to another.
After a hawk dies, decomposers break down the
body, and turn it into nutrients, which are
released into the soil. The nutrients (plus sun and
water) then cause the grass to grow.
So food chains make a full circle, and energy is
passed from plant to animal to animal to
decomposer and back to plant! There can be
many links in food chains.
2. Now, use the polystyrene cups to demonstrate an eco-system and food chain.
Time: 30mins
Materials: 21 x polystyrene cups; markers







Ask the children to give you examples of:
o 6 x Producers – tree names, grasses, bushes / shrubs, etc.
o Consumers - focus on the different types of consumers:
 5 x Primary consumers – eat only producers (herbivores – zebra, giraffe, rhinos,
rodents, birds, etc.)
 4 x Secondary consumers – eat primary consumers (carnivores – cheetahs,
hyenas, snakes, wild dog, lizards, birds of prey, etc.)
 3 x Tertiary consumers – prey on both primary and secondary consumers
(carnivores – lions, birds of prey etc.)
o Decomposers - The mentor can just write these exact words – one per cup
 1 x Fungi
 1 x Scavengers
 1 x Bacteria
Now, place the cups upside-down, as shown in the picture on the next page, to create your food
chain – ask the children to guide you so that the cups are placed in the correct order (producers
at the bottom, then consumers in order of their levels, and finally, decomposers at the top)
Finally, ask the children what would happen to your food chain if you removed one cup. Try to
take a cup from the middle. This will demonstrate how your food chain would collapse.
Discuss how important each link in the chain is, in keeping the balance in nature.
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Bacteria
Fungi,
Scavengers
3 x tertiray
consumers
4 x secondary
consumers
5 x primary consumers
6 x producers
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18. THE 4RS

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
1. Talk to the children about the 4Rs, what litter is, and what they can do about it.
2. Then, talk about Eco-Bricks. Encourage the children and teachers to start making eco-brikcs in
their Eco-Clubs.

Time: 30mins
Materials: Children’s workbooks; Colouring materials (children can colour in if time
allows

REDUCE means finding ways to decrease, or lessen, the amount of rubbish we throw
away.
An example: ___________________________________________________
REUSE means finding ways to use things over and over again instead of throwing them
away.
An example: ___________________________________________________
RECYCLE means using a material again that would have been thrown away.
An example: ___________________________________________________
RESPECT is how you feel about someone or something and how you treat them / it.
Respect Yourself, Respect Others, Respect our Environment
Nature is a master recycler. Nothing is ever wasted. When a tree dies, beetles eat the
wood and fungi break it down, returning nutrients to the soil for other plants to use.
Recycling is vital to the natural world, and we are a part of that world, so we should recycle
too.
WHAT IS LITTER?
Not only does litter look bad and spoil our villages, towns, cities, beaches and rural areas
– it can also damage the environment and harm animals and humans. For instance – when
rubbish is thrown into a river it can kill fish and birds, and pollute the water so that people
and animals cannot safely drink from it.
Litter is any kind of thing thrown where it doesn’t belong. Litter is cooldrink cans, cigarette
butts, sweet papers, tissue paper, disposable nappies, a broken car rusting by the side of
the road…
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Litter makes our homes look dirty – and uncared for. Tourists do not want to visit a place
that is full of litter – because it means that the people in that place do not care about their
environment. Tourists want to visit places that are beautiful and clean.

LITTER IS
A FIRE HAZARD

A SAFETY HAZARD

Every 12 minutes a fire starts in litter.

Litter causes thousands of car and
bicycle accidents and damage
A THREAT TO WILDLIFE

A HEALTH HAZARD

Rats thrive in litter – and carry disease.

Every year thousands of animals are
strangled or choked by litter.

YOU CAN…
COVER YOUR EYES

AND PRETEND IT’S NOT THERE

OR YOU CAN DO SOMETHING
ABOUT IT!

Here is How…
Fighting litter is Everyone’s Job – so do your part!





Do not throw food wrappers, drink cans or paper on the ground – always use a bin!
Speak to your parents, teachers and Eco Club about cleaning up your school and your community!
If you see a friend or a parent litter – tell them why it’s bad!
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A very good idea, is to make Eco-Bricks
An Eco-Brick is a ‘brick’ made from recyclable plastic. Eco-Bricks are a
very clever way of reusing materials, and are good for the environment

How to make an Eco-Brick
The best part of making Eco-Bricks is that they force you to clean up
first! You need to collect dry, clean, plastic waste to fill the bottles, so a
clean-up project is the start of your Eco-Brick project, and is a great idea
to be doing anyway as an Eco-Club.

You can then use your Eco-Bricks to build:





Eco-benches
Walls around your vegetable gardens at school and home
Fences around your homes
Furniture
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The chart below shows you how long each piece of rubbish takes to decompose. This
is why you must throw rubbish away in a bin, or recycle it, instead of leaving it on the
ground.
Cigarette Butts

1-5 years

Paper Aeroplane

1-5 months

Aluminium Cans and Tabs

80-100 years

Plastic 6 Pack Holder

450 years

Orange (or fruit) peels

Up to 2 years

Plastic Bags

10-20 years

Nylon Fabric

30-40 years

Leather

up to 50 years

Tin Cans

100 years

Wool Socks

1-5 years

Glass Bottles

Unknown

Styrofoam

NEVER
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19. PHOTOGRAPHY – THE BASICS

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Time: 10mins
Materials: Children’s workbook

These tips are important wherever you take photographs and it does
not matter whether you have a fancy top-of-the-range expensive
camera or the camera in your cell phone

Hold the Camera Straight and Steady
I know this sounds obvious, but when starting out taking photographs, this is one of the biggest issues.
Many first images are rarely straight and/or blurry. If you don’t pay attention to this you can ruin a
perfectly good photo concept.

Check your Backgrounds
A very simple concept that can enhance any image is to check out the background of a shot to spot
clutter or distractions. Learn to scan the background (and the foreground) in the view finder quickly
and look for items that cause you to be distracted from the subject or that add clutter to the image. If
there is clutter and distractions, teach them to change their framing. Look for things like a tree branch
coming out from the subject head or a dirty garbage can in the corner of a nice scenic park shot. If you
have these types of distraction have them move to change their shooting angle so the item is no longer
a problem.
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Fill the Frame
Where possible, get in close would help capture the detail of a subject. Practice taking photographs
by filling the majority of the available space in the view finder. Take photographs of the same subject,
but each time change how close or how far you are from the subject and review the sample images.
Rule of Thirds
This is a simple principle of photography. Divide your viewfinder into 9 equal sections by drawing 3
vertical and 3 horizontal imaginary lines and placing your subject in one of the areas where the lines
intersect.
Learn to place the subject slightly off centre, up, down, left or right of centre. Subjects do not have to
be in the centre of the frame. In fact, most photos that are most interesting to view, have the subject
off centre.

How to Get Your Horizons Straight
The simplest way to get your horizon horizontal
simply is to line it up with the top or bottom of your
view finder. Keep in mind that the edge of your
frame in your viewfinder or LCD screen will be the
edges of the actual image and will be the reference
point for the eventual viewers of your shots to work
out whether your shot is straight or not.
PHOTO FRAMING
Time: 20mins
Materials: Cameras
Practice taking photographs with what your EcoMentor has taught you.
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20. TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

STATION 1
Activity: SPIDERS WEB
Activity relevance to the topic: Participants practice working together, putting the group before
the individual, and strategizing for success.
Materials: Wool, small bells (5-6), 2 poles, mats or soft surface to construct spider web over
Time: 30mins – 25mins of game, 5mins of debrief
Procedure:
Set up:
Construct a “spider web” as a criss cross of wool with equal number of openings as there are
participants. Openings should be of varying sizes and at different heights. Tie bells to the wool at
random intervals in the web. Place soft mats under the web.
Directions:
Gather participants on one side of the spider web. Instruct them that they have a challenge to
complete as a team that will require them to practice using trust and some other team skills in order
to get achieve. You can ask them to review some of the skills learned in the calculator activity (making
a plan & testing it out, listening, working together, taking turns)
Next explain the object of the activity. Explain that
each person must move from this side of the spider
web to the other side by going through the openings.
Now, there are two very important rules. One, once
someone uses an opening, that opening becomes
closed to the rest of the group and two, no one is
allowed to touch the web. If they do, the entire team
must start over. Tell participants that it is their job to
help everyone through to make sure that the entire
team makes it to the other side.
Allow participants to give it a go. Notice if there is any strategizing or planning taking place. MENTORS
SHOULD TRY NOT INTERFERE TOO MUCH! BE THERE TO HELP LIFE THE CHILDREN AND KEEP THEM
SAFE, BUT DO NOT GIVE THEM IDEAS AND INSTRUCTIONS – THE IDEA IS FOR THE CHILDREN TO
FIGURE THIS OUT AND DO THEIR OWN TEAM BUILDING.
Questions during the Activity




What isn’t working?
What do you think you might try instead?
What do you think will happen if you try that strategy?

Encourage ideas from various campers. Let them try out several ideas and keep going until they find
success.
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Once campers have done it successfully...
Debrief Questions:




What did you do that enabled everyone on your team to make it through successfully?
What skills helped you succeed?
Why is teamwork so important to this activity?

Safety Concerns: Be sure that there is a mat or soft ground beneath the spider web. When campers
pick each other up to get through the web, be sure that their necks are protected and that they are
using the “stiff tree” technique from the trust falls to prevent injury. If campers are acting
inappropriately stop the activity and explain the seriousness of protecting each other’s safety and link
it to trust.
STATION 2
Activity: Sinking Ship
Activity relevance to the topic: This activity gives participants a chance to work together to
accomplish a challenging task. It demonstrates the importance of including all members of the
team. It also requires following directions.
Materials: A blanket
Team size: Between 4 and 6
Time: 30mins – 25mins of game, 5mins of debrief
Procedure:
1. Set Up
Place a blanket open in the centre of the play space. Make 6 cards with images (eye/left arm/right
arm/eye/blank/blank); four bandanas
2. Instructions
 Gather the team together around the Ship (blanket).
 Explain that they will have to work as a team to all stay on the ship which is represented by
the blanket, folded in half, until help arrives.
 But, tell them, that there is an additional challenge. The ship has been hit by a massive wave
and is slowly sinking, some of the campers have lost the ability to use one of their body parts
but they must however, all help to stay on the ship
 Instruct each camper to pull a card that will indicate which body part they will not be able to
use in the activity. Once they have pulled a card, tie a bandana on that body part. (Blindfold
the “eyes”.)
 Once they get everyone on to the ship, you get them off and fold the blanket in half again.
Follow the same procedure until you know they can’t get anyone on. This is when they are
saved by a rescue boat.
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Concerns
Non-sighted players run the risk of falling. Beware of
potentially hazardous objects in the area
Debrief:







What challenges did you face as a team?
How did you overcome them?
Was everyone included in this activity?
How did it feel to be blind?
How did it feel to only have the use of one arm?
How do you think you worked as a team
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21. SPORT IN THE WILDERNESS

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

The idea behind Sports in the Wilderness (SITW) is to incorporate as many different types of sports as possible into
conservation and environmental education. The goal is to get children moving, practising new skills and learning at
the same time. They do not have to be experts at a sport, or master any skills and drills, but rather just play and use
their bodies.
Each lesson focuses on a specific animal. There is a theoretical lesson on the animal, a conservation message, and
sporting activities that relate to the animal. In line with the Flow Learning Technique, children work through the four
stages of learning:
1. STAGE ONE – AN ENERGISER
Children will be introduced to an animal. Stage one will be an energiser that relates to the animal. This could include
stretches, warmups or a game related to the animal.
2. STAGE TWO – THEORETICAL LESSON
Stage two is the theoretical lesson where children learn more about the animal. The lesson could focus on the plight
of an endangered species, the family dynamics of certain animals, how they depend on the environment and so on.
3. STAGE THREE – PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
Stage three is the practical experience. This could be a specific type of sport that focuses on the characteristic of the
animal, or an activity that involves movement and is relevant to the animal.
4. STAGE FOUR – A DEBRIEF
Stage four is a debrief, where the knowledge learnt is recapped, and conservation messages are encouraged.

DAY 2 – 14:30 - 15:30 – Sport in the Wilderness – Wild Dog Lesson Plan
STAGE 1 – ENERGISER
WILD DOG COMMUNICATION
Time: 10mins
Materials: None
Location: Under the trees
1. Using the notes below, introduce the animal for the day – the Wild Dog.
 Be sure to focus on how Wild Dogs communicate, as this is relevant to the energiser.
WILD DOGS
What do they look like?
This carnivore is a member of the dog family, and measures 750mm at the shoulders. Males are
slightly larger than females and weigh 20-30 kg as adults. Each individual has a unique coat
pattern, which makes it possible to identify every individual in a population with certainty. Their
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scientific name, Lycaon pictus, literally means painted wolf, referring to their mottled fur with
black, brown, yellow-gold and white colourings.

How are their families structured?
Wild dogs have the most structured social order of the carnivores, living in packs led by a
dominant male and female. All other members of the pack play a subordinate role to the alpha
pair. When a litter of pups is born, they take priority over even the alphas. At first pups are fed by
the dogs regurgitating fresh meat after returning from a hunt, but once old enough, they are
taken to the kill and given first choice over the kill. The other dogs patiently wait on the side lines,
standing guard until their turn to feed.
They almost never fight amongst themselves over food due to this ranking system. When a dog
becomes ill, injured or elderly restricting their effectiveness as a hunter, the rest of the pack cares
for and feeds them.
How and why they communicate
Wild dogs are masters of the collective approach to hunting, meaning that they work together
(collectively). A hunt begins at sunrise or sunset when the dogs perform a greeting ceremony,
sniffing and licking each other, wagging their tails and twittering aloud.
They make a range of chattering sounds and have a distinctive long-distance greeting call - a sharp
‘Hoo’ - that can be heard up to four kilometres away.
They also whine when begging and their alarm call is a deep bark. Urine scent marks are used to
show that an area is occupied. African wild dogs also communicate by body posture and tail
position. Tail tucked between the legs signals fear and submissiveness. A friendly dog has an
upright posture and it curls its tail up over its back. An aggressive dog will be rigidly upright.

Time: 15mins
Materials: Pencils, other small items that can be hidden
Location: Open playing area
2. Now, play the energiser on Wild Dog Communication:
1. Before the game starts, the Eco-Mentors scatter and hide objects around the playing area.
The objects must all be the same, and must be relatively small. For example, scatter pencils
around the playing area.
2. Divide the group into even teams, with 5 - 6 people per team.
3. Each team must imagine that they are Wild Dogs, and must choose an alpha dog or captain.
4. When the Eco-Mentor shouts ‘GO’ all the teams run out and begin to search the playing area
for the objects that you’ve hidden.
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5. The special rule is this: only the captain of each team may touch and collect the objects.
Therefore, in order to attract the captain's attention, the team members must call their leader
by making a Wild Dog sound. Give them a few minutes before the game starts to practise
making their Wild Dog sounds so they get used to their team’s sounds.
6. The captains listen for their team's sound, and race to collect as many objects as possible.
7. The team whose leader collects the most number of objects at the end of a given time limit is
the winner. Play a few rounds, but stick to the time limit for the energiser of 15mins!
8. Debrief: Bring the children together at the end of the game.
 Talk about how important it is to Wild Dogs that they communicate with each other
effectively
 They depend on communication for team work, to hunt efficiently and keep track of
where members of their pack are

STAGE 2 – THEORETICAL LESSON
ALL ABOUT WILD DOGS
Time: 10mins
Materials: None
Location: Under the trees
1. Using the notes below, teach the children all about Wild Dogs
 Be sure to focus on why they are endangered, and the huge threat that Wild Dogs face
HABITAT:
Wild dog’s habitats are woodlands and are also found on open plains and savannas.
TERRITORY:
They can roam over long distances - up to 250 square kilometres - and may travel over 50km in a
single day looking for food. As a result, their territories can range between 400 and 1500 square
kilometres. They only remain in one area when denning.
HUNTING TECHNIQUES:
Wild dogs hunt by sight and by daylight, either in the early morning, or in the early evening. The
pack often approaches herds of prey within several hundred metres, but they select a particular
animal only once the chase begins. The pack functions as one hunting unit and the group
cooperates closely in hunting and defending themselves.
Their survival is dependent on the pack. A wild dog by itself is not that much of a threat to other
animals, but a pack is a different story. They depend on teamwork.
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WILD DOGS ARE IN SERIOUS DANGER:
Wild Dogs are endangered. This means that they are at serious risk of becoming extinct. Here are
a few facts about this critically endangered species:






The Wild Dog is Africa’s most endangered large carnivore.
The total Wild Dog population in Africa is only between 3000 – 5000 individuals.
Wild Dogs are considered to be extinct in 23 countries in Africa already!
Wild Dogs are particularly in danger of snares and because they move around over huge
distances, they are often hit by cars.
In natural areas the lion is the Wild Dog’s main enemy and competitor.

Why are Wild Dogs in danger?
 Because Wild Dogs move around over large distances and areas, they are very sensitive to
habitat fragmentation.
o Habitat fragmentation is the ‘breaking apart’ of continuous habitat into distinct pieces
/ parts
o With more and more land being taken over by humans for settlement and farming,
Wild Dog’s habitats are being broken apart into smaller areas.
o This means that they often have to move through areas where humans are in order to
get to where they want to go. This results in conflict with humans and other animals.
Farmers might kill Wild Dogs because the Wild Dog hunt their livestock.
 Accidental killing by people in snares and road accidents
 Infectious disease.
 All of these causes are associated with human encroachment on African Wild Dog habitat. It
seems unlikely to undo the damage that has been caused by human encroachment.
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP?
You might not think you can do anything. You might feel like this problem is ‘too big’. But here are
a few ideas of what you can do to help protect and fight for the protection of Wild Dogs:
 Spread the word: share what you have learnt with your family, friends and community.
People need to understand that Wild Dogs are harmless, and endangered, and as such, need
to be protected.
 Keep your livestock safe: by building bomas that Wild Dogs cannot access, you are limiting
the potential of Wild Dogs harming livestock. This then means that there won’t be humanwildlife conflict, that farmers will not kill Wild Dogs unnecessarily.

STAGE 3 – PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
HUMAN-WILDLIFE CONFLICT
The theory behind the game is to show students that Wild Dogs are just doing what Wild Dogs do,
and will hunt for food. They may even hunt for food in human settlements where humans keep
cattle or other domestic animals.
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MATERIALS: Open space.
TIME: 15 minutes to play, and 5mins to ensure a proper debrief of the meaning of the game.
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Select a few students to be Wild Dogs. They are ‘on’ and have to catch as many ‘goats’ as possible.
2. Select a few students to be farmers. The farmers’ aim is to save as many of their goats as possible.
3. Both the farmers and the Wild Dogs need a den/kraal on opposite sides of the field. They can use
their shoes, or any other objects, to make these safe spaces – they can just lay out a square.
4. The rest of the group should be divided in half – half will be goats, and the other half will be
impala. The impalas and goats are in the open playing filed. THE WILD DOGS SHOULD NOT SEE WHO
IS WHO.
5. The fun begins when the farmers and Wild Dogs have to catch as many goats and impala as
possible and put them safely in their dens (the farmers to save their goats and impala, and the Wild
Dogs are looking for dinner).
6. The winner is the team that has the most goats and impalas at the end of the game.
7. Rotate students so that they all have a chance to be either the catcher (the Wild Dogs and
farmers), or the catchee (the goats and impala).
DEBRIEF
• Ask students if the Wild Dog knows the difference between the goats, and any other wild antelope
they may hunt.
o

The point is that the Wild Dog is just doing what a Wild Dog does – it doesn’t know that
it is affecting the farmer.

• Ask students for their ideas on how to avoid human-wildlife conflict.
• Why does human wildlife conflict occur?
• What animals are most involved in the conflict and why?
• What can be done to stop the conflict?
STAGE 4 – DEBRIEF
A SUMMARY OF THE LESSON
TIME: 5 minutes
Have the children split into groups of 5 or 6. They need to discuss the answers to these questions,
before reporting back to the whole group.
1. Explain how Wild Dogs hunt.
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2. How do Wild Dogs work as a team to hunt and care for each other?
3. Give two reasons why Wild Dogs are endangered.
Mentor(s) in charge:
4. What are you doing to do to try
and protect Wild Dogs?

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

DAY 3 – 14:30 - 15:30 – Sport in the Wilderness – Giraffe Lesson Plan
STAGE 1 – ENERGISER
STRETCH LIKE A GIRAFFE
Time: 10mins
Materials: None
Location: Under the trees
1. Using the notes below, introduce the animal for the day – the Giraffe.
1) Giraffes are found in the dry savannas of Africa, where they roam among the open plains and
woodlands.
2) Well known for their long necks, these gentle giants are the world’s tallest living land animals.
An adult male can grow to around 5.5m – that’s taller than three adult humans!
3) A giraffe’s height is helpful for keeping a look out for predators, such as lions and hyenas. Their
excellent eyesight allows them to spot hungry beasts from far away, too.
4) Herbivores, giraffes only eat plants. Their favourite grub is the acacia tree, and they use their
long necks to reach the leaves and buds in the treetops. Their long tongues (which grow to a
whopping 53cm!) also help them pull down leaves growing way up high.
5) And boy do these guys have an appetite! They spend most of their time eating, and can guzzle
up to 45kg of leaves and twigs a day!
6) Whilst they may eat a lot, giraffes don’t drink much water. This is because they get most of
their water from their leafy meals, and only need to drink once every few days.
7) Giraffes are very social animals and roam around in groups. These groups, called towers,
typically have around 15 members led by an adult male. The other members are females and
young males.
8) To see who is stronger, males (called bulls) fight by butting their long necks and heads. This is
known as “necking“. These fights aren’t usually dangerous, and end when one bull admits defeat
and walks away.
9) Female giraffes give birth standing up. The result? Newborns are welcomed to the world with a
1.5m drop to the ground! Ouch! But these infants are quick to get on their feet – within 30
minutes they are standing, and only hours later they’re able to run with their mothers.
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10) In the wild these beautiful creatures live for around 25 years. In captivity they live longer, and
have been known to reach 40 years old.

Time: 5mins
Materials: None
Location: Open playing area
1. Now, use this energizer time to streeeeetch like a giraffe:
1. Get the children to make a big circle.
2. Take 10 minutes to go a good stretch with them, starting from the top of their heads, to the ip
of their toes.
3. Be sure to include some giraffe stretches:
 Have the children stretch their arms above their heads and reach for the sky
 Have them stretch down like a giraffe drinking water
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STAGE 2 – THEORETICAL LESSON
ALL ABOUT GIRAFFE
Time: 10mins
Materials: Children’s workbooks, pens, pencils
Location: Under the trees
2. Using the notes below, teach the children all about giraffes
DID YOU KNOW?
1. Giraffes were listed as a ‘Vulnerable’ species by the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature (IUCN*) in 2016. This means that if nothing is done to protect these animals, they
are in danger of becoming endangered, then critically endangered, then extinct in the wild
and extinct.
2. The giraffes face two main threats:
 Encroachment from villages, cities and towns into their habitat. Because the world’s
population is growing, so is the need for more housing, more roads, more space for
farming etc. This means that natural habitats are being destroyed, and giraffe’s
normal home ranges are effected. Their food supply might also be negatively affected.
 Poaching has become increasingly problematic.
3. People often think that there must be so many giraffe, and what difference does it make if
they were to disappear? But like you learnt in previous lessons, every creature in a food chain,
food web or ecosystem is important.
4. This animal is already gone from seven countries in Africa - Burkina Faso, Eritrea, Guinea,
Malawi, Mauritania, Nigeria and Senegal.
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP?
1. Spread the word: share what you have learnt with your family, friends and community.
People need to understand that giraffe are vulnerable, and as such, need to be protected.
* The IUCN is an international organization working in the field of nature conservation and
sustainable use of natural resources. It is involved in data gathering and analysis, research, field
projects and education. Every year, they collect information on important animal species, to see
how the animals are doing in the wild, whether they’re becoming harmed or endangered in any
way.

STAGE 3 – PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
VOLLEY BALL
MATERIALS: Open space; Volley ball net and ball
TIME: 15 minutes to play, and 5mins to ensure a proper debrief of the meaning of the game.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Make sure that children understand the connection between giraffe and volley ball – they
should imagine that they are very tall giraffes, who need to stretch tall and high to reach the
ball.
2. They also need to work as a team, just as giraffe do in the wild to help protect each other.
3. Now, the teams must play each other in a game of volley ball:
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4.






 Game 1: Elephants vs. Lechwe
 Game 2: Tsessebe vs. Zebra
 Game 3: Elephants vs. Tsessebe
 Game 4: Lechwe vs. Zebra
 Game 5: Elephants vs. Zebra
 Game 6: Lechwe vs. Tsessebe
 Game 7: FINAL – Based on points, the top two teams battle it out for first place
Volley Ball Rules
6 players on a team, 3 on the front row and 3 on the back row
Maximum of three hits per side
Player may not hit the ball twice in succession (A block is not considered a hit)
Ball may be played off the net during a volley and on a serve
A ball hitting a boundary line is



A ball is out if it hits:
o the floor completely outside the court,
o the referee stand or pole,
o the ceiling above a nonplayable area





It is legal to contact the ball with any part of a players body
It is illegal to catch, hold, or throw the ball
If two or more players contact the ball at the same time, it is considered one play and either
player involved may make the next contact (provided the next contact isn’t the teams 4th hit)
A player cannot block or attack a serve from on or inside the 10 foot line
After the serve, front line players may switch positions at the net
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22. WHAT MAKES A BIRD A BIRD?

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

Instructions
This lesson speaks to all the other bird lesson to come. Tie it into bills, feet and flights, so that all
four bird stations work together to consolidate the children’s learning.

Time: 30mins
Materials: Children’s workbooks
1. Talk to children about the seven characteristics of a bird from the notes below.
2. Be sure to talk about flightless birds – ostriches and penguins.
3. Ask them if they know the names of any birds that they have seen around camp, and talk about
each of these characteristics that you may have seen in birds while on camp.
Birds are unique in the animal kingdom for many reasons, but only one thing truly sets them apart
– feathers! Birds are similar to mammals, reptiles, fish and amphibians in that they are vertebrates
(have a backbone). They are warm-blooded and have a four-chambered heart that regulates their
body temperature, just like mammals.
Feathers perform a variety of functions for a bird – insulation (to keep it warm), protection, sexual
attraction and flight management. In both warm and cold conditions, feathers help regulate (keep
constant / the same) the body temperature of the bird. The colour patterns of feathers are called
‘plumage’ and serve as camouflage from predators or as a display mechanism to attract a mate.
Bird Characteristics
 Warm-blooded: Birds, like mammals, are warm-blooded. This means their internal (inside)
body processes control their body temperatures no matter the external (outside) conditions.
This allows the bird to maintain high energy and metabolism during flight. By comparison,
reptiles and amphibians are cold-blooded, meaning they rely on external temperatures to
regulate their body temperature.
 Eggs: like many other animals, including reptiles and amphibians, birds hatch from hard-shelled
eggs. (Animals like crocodiles, tortoises, terrapins, turtles and certain snake species hatch from
soft shells)
 Bills or beaks: Birds use their beaks to get food, drink water, tear or break food into pieces,
gather nesting materials, preen (clean themselves), feed babies and protect themselves from
enemies.
 Feet: Birds usually have four toes on each of their 2 feet. They use their feet to walk, stand,
hop, perch, grab prey/food, carry things, swim, wade and dig.
 Crop: The crop is a pouch just below the bird’s throat, which stores food temporarily and starts
the digestion process before it enters the stomach. It is a thin-walled pouch where birds can
store food before it is sent the rest of the way to the stomach. The crop stores food that will
later be digested by the bird. It allows birds to eat really fast and then digest the food later.
This helps decrease the time the bird spends exposed to predators while feeding.
 Feathers: Feathers are a unique feature only to birds. Feathers are formed from keratin, the
same protein that makes scales on fish, horn on rhinos and nails on our feet and hands.
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Hollow bones: Birds have hollow bones filled with air and this helps them to fly. Hollow objects
are lighter than solid objects and, because of this, birds use less energy in flight and need less
food.
Birds have incredible characteristics that have allowed them to fly, find food, protect
themselves, migrate and reproduce (make more of themselves). The physical characteristics
include bright colours, waterproof feathers, streamlined body shape and perching feet.
Behavioural characteristics include communication to others, building nests, migration and
ways of finding food. These characteristics are referred to as adaptations. Adaptations are
modifications or changes which help the species survive in its particular habitat.

Some bird have all the characteristics of a bird, except for one – they cannot fly. Examples of birds
that are flightless (in other words, cannot fly) are ostriches and penguins. They have lost their ability
to fly through adaptations and evolution.
Birds are most useful to humans as destroyers of harmful insects and as consumers of weed seeds.
Predatory birds such as the hawk, eagle, and owl are essential because they keep down the
populations of rats, mice, and other rodents that would otherwise eat valuable food crops. Birds
also pollinate many species of flowering plants.
Seeds that pass undigested through the bodies of birds fall to the ground and introduce plants into
new areas. Domestic birds such as the chicken, duck and goose contribute meat and eggs to our
food supply. Game birds furnish both meat and sport. The feathers of the ostrich, goose, and other
species are used for decoration. Duck, goose, and chicken feathers are used to stuff pillows, quilts,
and some outdoor clothing.
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23. BEAKS – HOW BIRDS BEAKS HAVE
ADAPTED

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

OBJECTIVES: Children will learn more about bird adaptations by studying different bird beaks and their
specialised uses.
ECO-MENTOR NOTES: The most important function of a bird’s bill (also called beak) is feeding, and it
is shaped according to what a bird eats. You can use the type of bill as one of the characteristics to
identify birds.
The shape of a bird's beak can give us many clues as to what kind of food primarily makes up its diet.
Ducks use their flat bills like strainers sifting plankton out of the water. Eagles have strong hooked
beaks that they tear their prey or bits of plants with. Sandpipers use their long beaks to probe in the
sand while woodpeckers use their strong chisel-like beaks to peck insects out of wood.
Hummingbirds use their needle-like beaks as straws to get nectar from flowers. Each beak is
specialised for the food that the bird eats.
MATERIALS:




Cards with bird photos and names
Utensils: Strainer (duck), knife (eagle), nutcracker (parrot), sharp tweezers -first aid kit
(woodpecker), straw (sunbird), scoop (pelican),
Cards with food types (or collect actually items in the bush such as seeds, plants, nuts, insects etc

HOW TO:
1. Talk about adaptations and how animals have developed special tools to deal with their
environments.
2. Have the children think of all the different shapes of bird’s beaks. Use the notes in their
workbooks.
3. Spread out the cards with bird photos and names along a line (random order)
4. Place all the various utensils out on a table in a line below the cards (random order)
5. Place the food stuffs cards along a line below the utensils (random order)
6. Now hold up each utensil and have the students guess which bird's beak acts most like this utensil.
Ask the children to put them all in the right order – photo / name with the utensil and food type
together
 For example: Eagle-knife-mouse, woodpecker-straw-insects, parrot-nut cracker-nuts,
duck-strainer-plant and seeds from water and mud, pelican-scoop-small fish, sunbirdstraw-nectar.
7. The children can then practice trying to pick up the food stuffs (seeds, nuts insects etc.) to ‘eat’
them using the utensils, if you have collected them from the bush.
Debrief Questions:
1. Are there any other birds you can think of that use their beaks in a different way?
2. Why do you think it’s important that different species of birds eat different food?
3. If you were a bird, what would you like to eat?
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Here are some common bill shapes and the food they are especially adapted to eat:
SHAPE

TYPE

ADAPTATION

Cracker

Seed eaters like sparrows and cardinals have short, thick conical bills for
cracking seed.

Shredder

Birds of prey like hawks and owls have sharp, curved bills for tearing
meat.

Chisel

Woodpeckers have bills that are long and chisel-like for boring into
wood to eat insects.

Probe

Sunbird bills are long and slender for probing flowers for nectar.

Strainer

Some ducks have long, flat bills that strain small plants and animals
from the water.

Spear

Birds like herons and kingfishers have spear-like bills adapted for
fishing.

Tweezer

Insect eaters like warblers have thin, pointed bills.

Swiss Army
Knife

Crows have a multi-purpose bill that allows them to eat fruit, seeds,
insects, fish, and other animals.
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24. FEET - WHOSE FOOT AND WHY?

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

OBJECTIVES: Children to understand why different species have adapted to their surroundings by
having different shaped feet
MATERIALS: Workbooks and pens; small items such as balls, pens, stones etc.; rope / string; bucket
ECO-MENTOR NOTES: Just like beaks, feet can give clues about a bird's food, habitat, and behaviour.
Feet can be used for scratching, wading, grasping, perching or swimming. Sometimes birds even use
their feet to defend themselves.
Birds' feet are covered with heavily scaled skin. This "scaly" skin is helpful because it actually
strengthens the foot. Birds can't wear shoes, so they need this scaly skin to help prevent wear and
tear due to walking and perching.
A bird's feet and toes are made up mostly of tough tendons and bones. The feet don't have very many
nerves, blood vessels or muscles. This is what enables a bird to land on cold metal perches or walk on
ice when temperatures drop. A bird on a cold surface doesn't feel cold from its feet the way you would
if you walked barefoot over the same surface. Often, a bird will constrict the blood vessels in its feet
to prevent additional blood from flowing into its toes.
The blood vessels in the legs of birds are located right next to each other. Because of this, the warm
blood flowing from the birds' body transfers some of its heat to the cool blood returning from its feet.
This helps the bird stay alive. If the warm blood didn't heat the cold blood, the birds' core temperature
could be overwhelmed by cold blood from the feet. The bird's core temperature would drop,
endangering the bird.
ACTIVITY:
1. Have the children take their socks and shoes off. They should all stand up and try to:
 Grab small items with their feet and put them into a bucket – birds have to use their feet
when building nests, holding onto food, catching prey etc.
 Balance on one leg – like a duck / flamingo
 Balance on a log or a rope on the ground – like most birds do on branches
2. Discuss the different functions bird's feet can serve. Discuss different bird habitats and the type
of feet that might be adapted for each lifestyle.
 Have the children link the foot with the right bird in their workbooks
Debrief Questions:
1. Do all birds have the same type of feet? Why not?
2. Which bird has webbed feet and why?
3. Which bird has sharp claws and why?
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Here are some common feet shapes and the environment they are especially adapted to live in:
SHAPE

TYPE

ADAPTATION

Grasping

Raptors like eagles use their large curved claws to snatch fish from the
water.

Scratching

Francolins and other birds that scratch the soil for food have nail-like
toes.

Swimming

Ducks and other webbed lined swimming birds use their feet like
paddles.

Perching

Robins have a long back toe, which lets them grab a perch tightly.

Running

Many fast-running birds have three toes rather than four.

Climbing

A woodpecker's hind toes enable it to climb without falling backward.
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25. FLIGHT STATIONS

Mentor(s) in charge:

Pg number in Children’s
Workbook:

NOTE: This activity requires four Mentors – one per station. The children will spend
7minutes at each station, so be prepared to move fast!
Time: 30mins (7 minutes per station)
Materials: Ruler; watch to record time;
Preparation: You are going to set up four stations where the children are going to ‘be birds’
in a competition.
STATION 1 – FLAMINGO / DUCK
Set this up where children have space to stand on one leg. Need a timer and a piece of paper
to record the times.

Procedure:






Some birds, like flamingos and ducks, can stand/sleep on one foot for hours at a time.
Ask children: Why would they do this strange thing?
o Answer: Feathers keep birds warm and insulated. Legs of flamingos and ducks
do not have feathers (featherless) and lose a lot of heat while standing. So birds
keep one leg warm at a time by tucking the leg up close to its body.
Demonstrate: Each child should take a turn to stand on one foot for as long as possible,
while keeping their eyes closed. (They are not allowed to change feet)
Compare: Who is the Olympic Champion? How did they match up to the flamingo/duck?
Who could stand on one leg the longest?
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STATION 2 – OWL
Set this up where children can stand opposite each other. Need a timer and a piece of paper
to record the times children can keep eyes open without blinking.

Procedure:
 Owls can stare for hours without blinking.
 Ask children: Why owls would need to stare for so long?
o Answer: Owls are nocturnal and hunt for prey in the night. Because of the
darkness they need to stay alert to be able to locate their prey which is usually a
small mammal. They also need to take advantage of the minimal (very low) light
 Demonstrate: Measure the time it takes for each child before they blink – keeping BOTH
eyes open.
 Compare: Who is the Olympic Champion? How do they match up to an owl? Who could
stare for the longest?

STATION 3 - KINGFISHER
Set this up where children have space to ‘flap’ their arms. Need a timer and a piece of
paper to record numbers of flaps.
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Procedure:







Pied Kingfishers flap their wings very fast when hovering in the sky above their prey.
Ask children: Why would it need to flap its wings so fast?
o Answer: Typically, a kite will hover 10 to 12m above a particular spot, looking
down, sometimes for only a few seconds, often for a minute or more, then
glide swiftly to a new vantage point and hover again. They do this to spot
their prey while hunting.
Demonstrate: Children take turns to flap their arms (wings) like a hovering Kite and
everyone counts how many flaps they take in 10 seconds. Record all the numbers of
flaps of each child.
Compare: Who is the Olympic Champion? How do they match up to a Kite? Who
could fit in the most ‘flaps’?

STATION 4 - FALCON
Set this up outside where children can run for approximately 20 metres with nothing in their
way.

Procedure:






A Peregrine Falcon can fly up to 300km/hour! That’s faster than most cars can drive!
Ask children: Why would this bird need to fly so fast?
o Answer: Peregrine Falcons are large powerful birds and use their amazing speed
to pursue, attack and catch quick-moving prey like small birds and mammals.
Demonstrate: Mark off a flat area of 80m long. Have a Start Line. Have children race
against each other.
Compare: Who is the Olympic Champion? Who could fly as fast as the peregrine falcon?

Debrief: Ask children how they compared to birds. Can they do all the things that a bird can?
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